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SWW members are invited to submit articles and information to the Sage
and to the SWW website. Acceptance and printing is at the discretion of
the editor. Contact Rose at swwsage@swcp.com with proposals for new
articles.

As the year closes we think of all the people we know and love, sending heartfelt
wishes of joy and prosperity to all.
SWW is writers helping writers succeed
throughout the year with many successful
authors donating time and energy to others.
Monies received support this effort and allow us to bring quality speakers and conferences to our membership.
Please consider giving an end of year tax
deductible donation to the group. Send a
check to the SWW office, or drop it off in
the Donations Box at the registration table
during the next meeting!
Thank you for making SWW a nationally
recognized, successful support group for
those wanting to enhance both their own
writing and contribute to the literature of
our world.

The President’s Corner by Sarah H. Baker
December is a time for endings, for reviewing the year, and for focusing with anticipation on the year ahead. In that spirit, I'd like to thank the terrific SouthWest
Writers members who stepped up to volunteer when asked—and often without being
asked—to make our meetings and conferences such a success. Your efforts are greatly appreciated!
As most of you know, the executive committee positions of our Board of Directors, which includes the president, vice president, secretary, and treasurer, are positions elected by the membership. We also have Board members at large appointed by
the President. The 2017 Board has been the most amazing group of individuals with whom I've had the honor
of working. They have been respectful, enthusiastic, energetic, supportive, and incredibly cooperative.
I want to thank, from the bottom of my heart, the 2017 Board: Rob Spiegel, Vice President; Jim Tritten,
Secretary; Kent Langsteiner, Treasurer; Kimberly Rose, Social Media Director; Rose Marie Kern, Webmaster and Sage Editor; Larry Greenly, Office Manager; and Bobbi Adams, Don DeNoon, Dennis
Kastendiek, Sam Moorman, Joanne Bodin, Robert Staub, and Zachry Wheeler. This incredible group
has worked together to further the objective of helping our members reach their writing goals.
In 2017, we focused on putting together two day-long conferences, one in June for memoir writers, and the
other in October for novel writers. Both were great successes!
Also in 2017, we had dynamic and inspiring speakers for the Saturday and Tuesday meetings, as well as
fantastic workshops and classes. Through the efforts of our tireless tech guru, Kimberly Rose, we've provided videos of speakers on YouTube for those unable to attend meetings. And Rose Marie Kern has kicked off
the Sage newsletter again, providing a dynamite venue for learning and sharing. We've also enjoyed member
readings during the Tuesday meetings, coordinated by Dennis Kastendiek, who will continue to provide this
service next year.
Our Board for 2018 includes Rob Spiegel , Vice President; Kimberly Rose, Secretary; Kent Langsteiner,
Treasurer; Rose Marie Kern, Webmaster and Sage Editor; Larry Greenly, Office Manager; and Jim Tritten, Joanne Bodin, Don DeNoon, Sam Moorman, Zachry Wheeler, Dollie Williams, and Su-Ellen Lierz.
(Welcome to Dollie and Su-Ellen!)
This coming year, we're planning a blowout Sci-fi/Fantasy conference for March 24th. Rose, Zachry, and
Dollie and working hard to pull that together. We're also planning a one-day conference in the fall, probably
focused on writing mysteries. And Rob has already booked wonderful speakers, workshops, and classes, and
is working on filling out the year.
Another focus in 2018 will be on finding avenues for getting the word out about Southwest Writers. I'm
still amazed when I meet writers who haven't heard of us. I want to make sure every writer in New Mexico
and across the Southwest knows we're here to help.
As you've likely heard, we are raising annual member dues from $70 to $80, with a deep discount still
available for students. Income from dues for Southwest Writers membership is what keeps us afloat, and has
not increased in many years. Raising dues is not something we do lightly. However, at $6.67 per month,
Southwest Writers is still an amazing deal. (Note: if your membership expires in 2018, you may add on another year at the $70 rate if you do so before December 31st.)
I hope to see everyone at the Holiday Potluck meeting on December 2nd. Bring your favorite dish to share,
if you're so inclined. And please contact any of us if you have ideas for the Board to address. We're here to
serve you.
I look forward to seeing you all in 2018. Happy Holidays!
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Ask
Dear Chaucer,
Which should I send my book proposal to
first, an agent or an editor?
Ready to Go
Dear Ready,
As Sarah Baker stated at the recent Novel
Conference, it is better to start by finding an
agent. Agents:





Know contracts
Are the gatekeepers for publishers
Do not charge up front
Can develop a personal relationship with
you

You can find a list of author representatives
(agents) at aaronlive.org. This is an international organization listing agents in all genres.
Search for those handling your type of work by
subject.
Chaucer

Chaucer!
and edited well before you sent it out? Have
you carefully followed the submission guidelines?
If you did all this, self-publishing may be your
answer if you really want to see your work in
print, but be aware that the amount of work
you have to do increases dramatically, and you
should not generally expect as many sales as
you'd have with a large traditional publisher.
Talk to some of the SWW members who self
publish to get a better handle on what is involved, or attend the upcoming writers’ conference in March where there will be a panel of
publishers discussing this topic.
Chaucer
Do you have questions about writing you’d like to
ask Chaucer? Send them to swwsage@swcp.com
with the subject line: ASK CHAUCER before the 20th
of the month for the next month’s Sage.

Dear Chaucer,
I’ve tried sending my manuscript to several
publishers but all I get is rejection letters. Do
you think I should self publish?
Depressed in Corrales
Dear Depressed,
There could be any number of reasons your
work is not being gobbled up.
Are you approaching the right publisher for
your genre? Did you have the work proofed

2 hour Workshop Prices:
Saturdays after the meetings
$20 SWW Members
$25 Osher Members w/Card
$30 Non-Members
SouthWestWriters.com * 3

Speakers for Upcoming Meetings

Notice to Members!
SWW Membership Fee Changes

Saturday, Dec 2 10am-noon

Sean Murphy

As of January 1, 2018, SWW is changing its annual membership fee to $80/annum. Any member
wanting to renew their membership for an extra
year at the current fee of $70 can do so prior to
January 1st.

Dimension in Fiction,
Creative Nonfiction, and Memoir

Student memberships remain $25/year with
school identification submitted annually.

Stay afterwards for a workshop by Sean Murphy
that deepens your creative dimensions.
___________________________________________
Saturday, January 6 10am-noon
 Jack London
 Topic TBD

Tuesday, Jan 16 7pm-9pm
 Marc Calderwood
 Celluloid Aspirations

Saturday, Feb 3 10am-noon
 Steve Brewer
 Using Humor in Writing

Tuesday, Feb 20 7pm-9pm
 Lorena Hughs
 Topic TBD

Saturday, April 7 10am-noon
 Kirt Hickman
 Pitching Your Work

Tuesday, April 17 7pm-9pm
 Joanne Bodin & Jeanne Shannon
 Poetry

Saturday, May 5 10am-noon
 Sandra Toro
 Historical Fiction

Saturday, June 2nd 10am-noon
 Michael Backus
 Topic TBD
NOTE: Dates missing have not been set up yet.
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What Does Your Membership Pay For?
The goal of SWW is to help writers reach
their goals by providing inspiration, education about the craft, and information about
publishing and the industry. Members who
are published share their experiences with
others and lend their support in may ways.
The small annual membership fee pays for:


Well known speakers at 23 meetings a year!



SAGE: An Award Winning E-Newsletter



WEBSITE: A comprehensive informational
online resource where members can have their
own page and make announcements.



Discounts on Workshops and Classes presented by authors successful in their fields.



Discounts on Writers Conferences covering a
variety of Genres.



SWW members are eligible for local shop discounts - contact the office for the current list.



Meeting Space and Office Support

“In 2017 When I was told SWW membership was
$70 I thought they meant per month! The quality
of the meeting speakers made that amount worthwhile, imagine my surprise when I was told that
was the annual fee!” Zachry Wheeler

SWW Class Review
Writing for Magazine by Char Tierney
The Internet has opened a new world with broadening

horizons. Melody Groves uses her experience with writing for magazines to teach how simple it can be to start
having your own works published in the approximately
9000 magazines available online and in hard copy. Her
informative and motivating two-session class, “Writing
for Magazines” covered aspects of the field such as; how
to find an appropriate topic for articles, where to send
query letters, selling the same story to other markets, and
the ins and outs of a strong four-paragraph query letter.
Material provided in the class showed how to locate and
examine the magazine’s Masthead, where you find the
various editors of the magazine. Picking the appropriate
editor for your submission is an important element in the
query process.
Melody emphasized an article is not written before a
query letter goes out. The query letter presents the idea
for the article, and the accepting editor decides the angle
they want on the story, the length of the article, and
whether they want photos. You save wasted time by not
writing your piece until you receive a response and understand the editor’s wishes. Once a reply is received
with a word count request, keep to that number very
closely, even to the exact number, if possible.
Reading the magazine to which you want to submit an
article, gives insights about how to frame your own
piece.
What length are their usual stories?
What is the tone/mood/style of the magazine?
What is the education level of their readers?
Do they use long words or short words, and do they

adhere to APA Style, or to Chicago style, or another?

The second paragraph reveals what your thoughts are on
the article. Now that you have hooked them to your idea,
what do they need to briefly know about the topic? This
paragraph is also where you can make statements revealing that you are familiar with their magazine and explain
briefly why your story fits in so well.
The third paragraph might show your expertise in the
field, or writing experience, or where you have been previously published.
The fourth paragraph is a good place to inform the editor
when you have photos available, and to tell them that you
look forward to working with them. Don’t forget to end
with a friendly good-bye, such as Cheers, or Best wishes.
Once you receive a favorable response, write the article
using the style that you found in the magazine. Your hook
or lead from your query letter should provide a strong
start. Overall, a typical pattern is to make a statement,
then support it. Make another statement, then support it,
and so forth.
When I decided to take the class, I really could not imagine my work published in magazines. There was a hint of
bravado in my signing up, then showing up at the SWW
office for the first Saturday session. But, by the time I left
the class, I was confident that I can indeed write for magazines.

Char Tierney is one of the founders and supporters of a free primary school in Nabwendo,
Uganda. She grew up telling fanciful stories to
her seven brothers and seven sisters, and currently writes children and adult stories in the
speculative fiction genre, under the pen name,
Star Powers.

What sources do they use and what is the caliber of

their experts?

What quotes and statistics do they use and where are

they inserted in the magazine’s stories?

All these details provide the information needed to take
an informed approach to your own article.
A well written, four-paragraph query letter may be all it
takes to get your article or story sold. Paragraph one
should start with a hook; something sharp to catch the
interest of the very busy editor. You might include a
quote or statistic in this portion of the query.
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Last month Rose Kern wrote an article about her experience with Carpal Tunnel Surgery - afterwards she was approached by SWW member Jennifer Black, a professional massage therapist who wants to point out to writers an alternative to surgery for this nasty impediment to writing.

Massage for Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
By Jennifer Black
“Just amputate my right arm,” Joe said.
The spunk in his eighty-year-old eyes dares me to question him as he lay on the massage table. I’m around half his
age, and finally smart enough to keep quiet and listen. He points to the top of his arm. “Just take it from here.
There’s pain down to my first three fingers. Burning. Tingling. Numbness. It’s a package deal, so take it all.” With
the assistance of WebMD, Joe self-diagnosed carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS). Is there anything I can do?
As a medical massage therapist, I encounter people who are at their wits’ end over the discomfort they endure.
That, along with the disruption it causes to their quality of life, is usually what leads them to my office. Joe experiences symptoms with certain arm movements and activities: typing at the computer, brushing his hair, and using a
can opener, to name a few. Without making eye contact, he reveals that he quit the stretching exercises I gave him
two weeks ago. I could smile and nod, but his eyes are still closed, so I accept his confession with a placid face. He
continues on about how the pain wakes him at night, and blames it on his curled hand-to-chest position when sidesleeping.
I massage his forearm. “If you see your doctor, she’d help you with that. In the meantime, does lying on your back
help?”
“Yes, but you see, I’m asleep. The only time I know I’ve changed positions is when I wake up. And at night--”
When I apply pressure to a small knot in his forearm, he interrupts himself,
“I feel that in the palm of my hand. If you could just cut my skin and peel it off, you’d see what’s going on.”
Since I don’t have X-ray vision yet, and am not licensed to cut into him, I question him about his culinary experience. Has he ever prepared raw chicken? Yes. Does he remember seeing a white film between the skin and muscle?
Yes.
Well, humans are designed the same way. That white film is called fascia. It runs throughout the body without
interruption and exerts up to 2,000 pounds of pressure per square inch. Fascia wraps around muscle fibers, individual muscles, muscle groups, and organs, and sometimes ratchets everything it encases. If we can affect the consistency of the fascia, systemic change occurs.
Even though he knows the drill, I give Joe the how-massage-works-spiel, but tailor it to his current situation: massage releases tight muscles, especially on the underside of the forearm so tendons take up less space as they pass
through the carpal tunnel. Blood and lymph circulation increase, which promotes healing. Inflammation and pain
decrease. Massage along the path of the median nerve releases it from muscle entrapment. If scar tissue is present,
it’s remodeled. But sometimes, the pathology of CTS progresses beyond the conservative reach of massage, and
surgery is a common remedy. However, amputation is regularly omitted from the treatment plan.
CTS is often created and exacerbated by repetitive motion, so one of the first recommendations to decrease symptoms is to quit the offending activity. Joe assures me he’ll continue typing. In that case, go see the doctor, use a
wrist cushion at the computer, create an ergonomic work station, wear wrist braces, stretch, and schedule another
massage.
Joe meets me at the front desk after the session. “I have less pain and numbness in my arm. The burning and tingling are gone.”
“Are you going to keep the arm?”
“I’ll wait and see. If it’s still attached in a week, I promise to keep the appointment I’m about to make.”
Jennifer Black, a licensed massage therapist and a registered massage therapy instructor,
has been doing bodywork for twelve years. Her medical massage practice is located on
Albuquerque’s Westside. She is working on her first novel, rides her horse whenever she
can, and loves living in New Mexico.
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Novel Writing Conference Inspiring
On October 28th SWW hosted a novel writing conference titled “The Roadmap to Getting Published.” An
all star cast of speakers offered their personal insights
and experiences to a roomful of participants.
David Morrell, the author whose
book brought Rambo to the silver
screen kicked off the event by
telling the audience “Don’t write
to be rich or on the best seller
list”. His advise was “Be happy
by writing about what you’re interested in - the rest will take care
of itself. “
He went on to state that authors
should write to their dominant
emotion. “The dominant emotion
is like a ferret - a slinky toy with
fur. As you get closer to it you get
a sense of the book you were
meant to write.”
David advised the participates to
enjoy and learn from their daydreams. “Daydreams are where
the good stuff comes from.
More of David’s philosophy can be perused on his
website www.davidmorrell.net.

Richard Peck shines a light on creating plots that sell.

The next step in creating a publishable novel is to create a
plot that sells. Dr. Richard Peck offered the observation
that “STORY is emotion revealed by events, and plot is a
tool to make the reader feel something.”
An author enriches his story by showing the effects/
emotion of both the protagonist and the antagonist.
Bringing your characters to life through dialogue is an
area Melody Groves excels at. She gave pointers on creating interesting Characters and Dialogue.
“To make characters REAL you must KNOW your character. You have to put your characters at risk.”
She noted that men and woman express their emotions
and react to situations differently. Women talk about
love. Men don’t.
Men face fear with bravado. Women scream, hide and
talk about their fears to friends.
Girls talk about relationship problems with their friends,
men go out and fix the car.
Melody advises writers to read widely outside of their
genre to get a fuller picture of how characters can be
painted.
The next session concentrated on Settings: Using Place as
Character. David Thurlo has sold over a million books.
He stated “Every place should have something to add to
the story.”
“Readers have to know what your characters are seeing,
smelling, etc.” What do they look like, wear, and see?
Small details are important.
The story should contain details including the sounds,
smells and tastes of an area...the smell of green chili
roasting, or the feed lot west of Amarillo on I-40. What
time of year is it? What do the houses look like where
your story takes place?
He also advises not to tell everything at once, but to feed
it to the readers gently.

Betsy James goes over the hardest part of writing for most authors - Revision and Editing
SouthWestWriters.com * 7

David Thurlo explains how to
create settings and places that
can enhance your story!

Once the novel is written the next step is revision and
polish. Betsy James, the author of Roadsouls spoke of
the four stages of revision.
First the story is written, then it is re-written. The author
must step back and look at the story as a reader - see
how it holds up structurally.
Then an editor refines the story before sending it to a
Copy editor who combs through it looking for and correcting errors to spelling, punctuation, and format.
Betsy advises that all authors should keep a copy of their
work outside of the computer - preferably outside the
house. - for security reasons. She also feels that reading
your work aloud is a great way to intercept errors.

You can send out multiple query letters to different
agents on the first round, but if one calls wanting to
review your work exclusively - only give him 30
days.
Be sure you research agent websites to find one
who handles your genre and make sure to abide by
submission guidelines.
Her insights and those of all the other speakers
were engaging and insightful. By the end of the
day, attendees were both exhausted and inspired!

The last speaker brought the day home by discussing
how to pitch your story to agents and editors.
Sarah Baker began by describing an “elevator pitch” as
how much you can say in one breath. Useful when accidentally meeting an agent or editor for a few moments,
or when promoting your book at an event.
She advocates writing two synopses for use when sending your work to publications. A short one up to 1.5
pages and a long one up to 8 pages. These should list
only major characters and plot twists.
Sarah suggests you only submit one thing at a time to an
agent - don’t place all your apples in one basket until
you know the basket is sound!
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Sarah Baker discusses the advantages and disadvantages of sending work to agents versus editors.

A Member Book Review
By Rose Marie Kern

Coming March 24th, 2018

Author: Melody Groves
Andy Colton may be the baby of the family, but at
nineteen, he has already been a blacksmith, Union
soldier, deputy sheriff and now he rides off into the
mountains of southern New Mexico following rumors of a gold strike. The Black Range north of the
fertile Mesilla Valley provides a striking backdrop
as Andy and his Irish friend Thomas O’Malley unsuccessfully try to avoid parties of Apache raiders.
Hearing about the raids, his brothers James and
Trace ride out to find him, leaving their wives and
children alone until third brother Luke shows up to
help them out. Meanwhile Andy is wounded by the
Apaches and taken in by an ex-slave, who sees this
as an opportunity to have a slave of his own!
Black Range Revenge by Melody Groves is filled
with passion, adventure and a tantalizing interplay of
forbidden emotions in this latest of the Colton
Brothers Sagas.
Black Range Revenge will
be available March 21, 2018
from Five Star Publishing
and Amazon.

A Science Fiction/Fantasy
Writers Conference
Learn how to create or destroy worlds that do not yet
exist! Turn your D&D role playing into a publishable
story!
SWW is collaborating with the Roundtable Authors to
create a Sci/Fan writing conference with tracks of interest to all authors as well as genre specific sessions.
This is a one day conference with a reception dinner
for speakers the night before. (costumes welcome!)
The Nativo Lodge in Albuquerque creates the perfect
setting for those whose minds and writing are out of
this world!
Conference information and registration will begin
January 1st - look for the announcements and registration information on the website and in the January
Sage!

Other Upcoming SWW Conferences
Member Book Reviews are a new
feature of the Sage. Any member
wishing their book reviewed
should send an email to swwsage@swcp.com. Only books published within the last 6 months or
those about to be published and in
final draft stage will be reviewed.

Fall 2018
Mystery Writers Conference
In partnership with Croak and Dagger
Dates and Location TBD
Fall 2019
Military Writer’s Conference
Partnering with the Military Writers Association of
America
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Saturday: December 2, 2017 12:30 pm to 2:30 pm
Location: New Life Presbyterian Church (after the regular Saturday meeting)
$20 Members, $25 Osher, $30 Non-member

Sean Murphy
Dimension in Fiction, Creative Nonfiction, and Memoir
This workshop is a continuation and deeper look at the elements that make up a fully dimensional
work of fiction, memoir, or creative nonfiction. Creating strong narrative requires attention not only
to primary elements of plot and character, but to aspects such as style and tone, sense of
place, sensory detail, thematic ideas, as well as literary devices like imagery and symbolism, metaphor, personification and foreshadowing. We’ll work together in exploring how various different
elements support one another in a fully realized piece of writing.
SEAN MURPHY’S new edition of his One Bird, One Stone, a nonfiction chronicle of Zen in America, won the 2014 International
Book Award in the Eastern Religions category. His The Time of New Weather was named Best Novel in the 2009 National Press
Women’s Communication Awards, while his debut, The Hope Valley Hubcap King, won the Hemingway Award for a First Novel
and was an American Booksellers Association BookSense 76 recommended book. He is also the author of the Pulitzer-nominated
novel The Finished Man. (All novels published by Bantam-Dell books). His novel-in-process, Wilson’s Way, won the 2014 Dana
Award in the Novel, and his essays, articles and short stories have been widely published and anthologized. A recognized Zen meditation teacher and Dharma Holder in the White Plum Lineage, he has practiced Zen for 30 years. He also teaches secular meditation
through his nonprofit Sage Institute for Creativity and Consciousness, and has taught for many years with Natalie Goldberg in her
series of independent writing and meditation seminars. He has taught meditation, creative writing, and literature for UNM-Taos for
20 years, as well as for Southern Methodist University’s Taos campus, the Institute of American Indian Arts in Santa Fe, Naropa
University in Boulder, and a variety of conferences and organizations, including a number of Masters Classes in the Novel. His
yearly Write to the Finish Course, taught with his wife Tania Casselle, who is also an author, has helped dozens of novelists and
nonfiction writers finish book-length projects over the last ten years. Independent writing seminars through their Big Sky Writing
Workshops have included residential courses at Casa del Sol in Ghost Ranch, Canyon de Chelly, The Murie Center in Grand Tetons
National Park, Franklin University in Lugano, Switzerland, and the Summit Huts Association in Colorado, among others. See his
website at www.murphyzen.com

Workshop and Class Refund Policy
Full refund if cancellation is received more than 7 days before class. From one week out to 24 hours before class, participant is
entitled to select another class. Inside of 24 hours, participant receives no refund for the class. For multi-session classes, if you
miss a class, you receive no refund. We pay our instructors based on how many students enroll, so you are part of that roll
count if you don’t cancel as detailed above.

SouthWest Writers Critique Service
An experienced critiquer, picked from a panel of professional writers and editors, will be matched with your
genre and will critique your manuscript for a reasonable price below the usual market rate.
The SWW Critique Service accepts all genres, including:

 Query letters
 Synopses
 Articles
 Essays
 Nonfiction books
 Book proposals
 Short Stories

 Mainstream/literary fiction
 Genre fiction
 Children’s
 Middle-grade
 Young Adult
 Screenplays/stageplays
 Poetry

Cost
$15 - Poetry of no more than 3 pages
$15 - Query letter of no more than 3 pages
$25 - Synopsis of up to 3 pages
- additional pages are $3.50/page
$35 - Minimum charge for up to 10 double-spaced
manuscript pages
- additional pages are $3.50/page

SWW critiquers follow genre-specific guidelines. But feel free to include specific questions you want answered and
any points you want the critique to focus on (such as point of view, plot structure, etc.). Go to SouthWestWriters.com
for guidelines and information on submitting your manuscript to our critique service.
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By Marty Gerber
Managing Editor at Terra Nova Books

The norm at Terra Nova Books is that I’m editing
manuscripts and publishing titles written by other people. But now I’ve published a book that I wrote myself
(though edited by someone else, of course). It feels
like an unusual hat to have on.
This book has come to be because of a powerful force
acting on me. That force is named New Mexico. It’s
the state I’ve lived in for thirty-one of the past thirtyeight years. Somehow, over that time, it has spread
tentacles that seized and entrapped my inner feelings.
If you’d like an idea of what specifically those tentacles consist of, sorry but you’ll have to buy the book.
It’s titled Fascinating Facts of New Mexico, and it’s
available at your local bookstore or via cyberspace
from some outfit named after a river, but I forget
which. (Maybe it’s the Danube or Nile or Monongahela.)
But generally speaking, what’s behind the book is the
fact that I simply became so fascinated by the state’s
people and places and stories as I learned more and
more about them—and since most of those thirty-one
years here were spent in the newspaper business, I
came to learn a great deal. It’s information that adds a
real fullness to my life in New Mexico, and it inspires
me to share some of that fullness with others. It’s a gift
I love to share—and to receive in return the next person’s intriguing and unexpected knowledge of the
state.
So now I’m a “published author.” And though I was
obviously spared some authors’ ordeals with their editor and/or publisher, I’m not spared those authors’
confrontations with the marketplace. The same eight
hundred new books published every day that every
other author is up against is aiming to shove me into
the remainder bin as well.

I sit here at my computer having been
“launched”—personally—into the world of appearances, interviews, articles, tweets, reviews,
Facebook, signings, readings, blogs, press releases, etc/etc/etc. And it feels like a good world to be
in for me, with powerful reward from both the enthusiastic response readers are giving Fascinating
Facts, and from knowing I’m doing the max to
help myself in the super-tough job of connecting a
book with readers.
So yeah, as I noted upfront, having an author’s hat
on feels a little strange. But that doesn’t make it a
bad thing at all. It simply means I’ve moved from
one kind of challenge to another. What else is life
here for anyway?

Marty Gerber is the editor and co-owner of Terra Nova
Books, a full-service Santa Fe publisher with titles in all
genres, and Golden Word Books, which offers a full
range of professional services for self-publishing authors. He established the company in partnership
with his son, Scott, in 2012 after working as a freelance editor of books and
professional journals since the early
1990s. Before that, he was a newspaper writer and editor for many years,
both with some of the nation’s leading
dailies and as the founder of startups
in Albuquerque and Santa Fe. He also
has taught journalism at New York
University and the University of Arizona, and has
ghostwritten two books and written two others as himself.

(TerraNovaBooks.com)

Marty Gerber will be representing Terra Nova
Books and taking pitches at the SouthWest Writers
Science Fiction/Fantasy Conference March 24th.

How can I survive? How can I convince the 173 million U.S. book readers (or a reasonable percentage
thereof) to choose my book over anyone else’s? The
answer I’ve always given Terra Nova authors is
“marketing.” And if I didn’t already know it, I’d tell it
to myself now.
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The Fruitcake
By Stan Rhine
French fries and potato chips are both held in high esteem by the American eating public—which is
the majority of Americans. Nutritionists, however, decry their empty calories, fat-saturated preparation and salt-laden surfaces. Why is it that anything so obviously bad for us is so desirable, so delectable, so irresistible? Is this the corollary of the verity that foods known to be of high nutritional value
are shunned like the plague? Healthy foods like broccoli, kale and kumquats are more likely to be
tossed down the garbage disposal than someone’s gullet.
However, the very nadir of the desirable food ladder (the Ralph Nader of foods) is the fruitcake. Even
the name has taken on a derogatory hue. The statement “Octavius Beauregard Smith is a
fruitcake” is not one calculated to bring delight either to Mr. Smith or his partisans. Especially if true.
This is most unfortunate, as the fruitcake has an imperishable association with the holidays, that
most-anticipated season of peace and goodwill, a time when we bestow cards, greetings and gifts upon
relatives, acquaintances and associates—as well as on people we like. Among the colorful, heavy,
beribboned boxes beneath the tree is sure to be a fruitcake, the true symbol of the season.
Yet, the innocent fruitcake has become the butt of jokes (the Twinkie of holiday foods). Some fruitcakes are alleged to have been in the family for generations, being cycled through its members anew
each time the tree is put up. Fruitcakes have also been pressed into a wide variety of roles differing
greatly from their customary one of comestible. For instance, used as a doorstop, a weapon of selfdefense, building blocks for a biodegradable house, and most inglorious of all, ammunition for a
trebuchet competition in Colorado.
Composed of the most innocent but nutritious elements, flour (perhaps even some exotic flours), butter, eggs, minor miscellaneous spices, raisins, nuts and great gobs of fruit*, fruitcakes are unquestionably not only nourishing for the body but for the psyche, as well. A visual treat whether whole, sliced
and artistically arranged on a plate, or viewed at extremely close range on the way into your mouth.
Yet, for all of its undeniable eye-appeal and hunger appeasing qualities, the incorporation of the fruitcake into the holiday season has come to be viewed negatively. It is as if people actually did not like
them. Not so! Some fruitcake fans are able to curb their lust, biding their time, waiting to strike the moment the after-Christmas sales are posted at Wal-Mart, stocking up on a supply of the delicacy
sufficient to bridge the interminable famine season until the next autumn.
So let us bestow the proper adulation upon the poor, maligned fruitcake, that polychromatic pleasure,
the nutritious, delicious harbinger of the twilight of the year.
* Footnote: In order for the fruitcake to achieve its legendary longevity, some
anoint it with rum. Further, it is necessary that the fruit undergo some minor
processing before incorporation into the delectable dessert. This processing
amplifies the fruits’ natural color, adding just a touch of sweetness to their
taste. This creates a loaf that is not only solid to the touch, but solidly satisfying. It bursts into a visually appealing fusion of brilliant reds, yellows and
greens, hues unknown in nature, vying for attention and top billing, “I like the
cherries best!”
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Several members of SWW attended the NM/AZ Book Awards
banquet, whether they had books in the contest or not!
Melody Groves, Sherri
Burr, Gail Rubin and
Loretta Hall were all
named as winners in
this years competition.

Joanne Bodin shows off
her first place award!
Bob Kidera and Rose Marie Kern showed up for
the party and to support
SWW winners!

2 0 1 7 N M - A Z B O O K AWA R D S B A N Q U E T I S OV E R
AND THE WINNERS ARE . . .
The 2017 NM-AZ Book Awards Banquet was held at the Tanoan Country Club November 17th. As was published in last month’s Sage, there were many SWW members whose books were named as finalists and
many of them won first place! Here are the winners by category.
Business Book
eBook Nonfiction
Fiction - adventure or drama
Fiction - cozy mystery
Fiction - thriller/suspense
Gay/Lesbian Book
Nature/Environment Book
Self-help Book
Young Readers Book (tie)
Best Cover Design-Non-Fiction (<6x9)
Tony Hillerman Fiction Award

Sherri Burr
Entertainment Law in a Nutshell
Gail Rubin
Kicking the Bucket List
Melody Groves
She Was Sheriff
Patricia Smith Wood Murder on Frequency
Joseph Badal
Dark Angel
Joanne Bodin
Orchid of the Night
Slim Randles
The Fly Fisherman's Bucket List
Gail Rubin
Kicking the Bucket List
Loretta Hall
Miguel & Michelle Visit Spaceport America
Sue Houser
The Corn Whisperer
Gail Rubin
Kicking the Bucket List
Jonathan Miller
Luna Law

SouthWest Writers is one of the sponsors of the New Mexico/Arizona Book Awards and congratulates all the members who were named as finalists and winners.
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Upcoming Workshops
These take place after the regular
Saturday meetings
Saturday March 3, 2018 12:30pm-2:30pm

Upcoming Classes
Crafting a Nonfiction Book Proposal
B Y L O R E T TA H A L L

What I Learned
from Nancy Drew

January 14, 21, 28 and Feb 4,
2018

with Chris Eboch

Sunday Afternoons 2:00 to
4:00pm

Saturday May 5th 12:30pm-2:30pm

with Sandra Toro

Saturday June 2, 2018
12:30pm-2:30pm

Using Humor in
Writing
with Steve Brewer
More information about the workshops and speakers
is available on the SWW Website Workshops page.
All workshops cost $20 for SWW members, $25 for
OSHER members and $30 for non-members.

More information about classes and speakers is
available on the SWW Website Classes page.

SWW is on YouTube!
Have you ever missed a SouthWest Writers meeting you wanted to attend? Do you ever wish you
could go back and listen to your favorite speaker
again? Are you a devoted member who just can’t
make it to Albuquerque twice a month?
If you’ve said yes to any of the above, you’ll be
happy to hear that we record our meetings and put
them on YouTube for you to enjoy—for free!
Go online to the YouTube homepage
(www.youtube.com). Once you’re there, go to the
search box at the top and type in “SouthWest Writers.” You’ll get a page with search results, some of
which will be recordings of past meetings, and one of
which will be the channel itself. The channel will
have the SWW pen logo.
Click on that, and you’ll get to the SouthWest
Writers YouTube homepage.

Student Scholarships
SouthWest Writers is seeking deserving high
school and college students for one-year scholarship memberships in our organization. To be eligible, an applicant must be enrolled in high school or
college. If you know someone with the interest and
desire to pursue a writing career or if you wish to
apply yourself, contact the SWW office at
swwriters@juno.com.
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Place Your Ad Here
Advertise your writing-related
products and services.

Business Card Size only $20.00
1/4 page, vertical: $40 - 1/3 page, horizontal: $50
15% discount for 3 months/20% discount for 6 months

The Storyteller’s
Anthology
is available to order in paperback on Amazon. A great addition to any library, it exemplifies the diversity of talent we bring to the literary world. Please consider leaving a positive comment on the Review page with a 5-star rating to enhance salability of this excellent example of outstanding authorship by members of SouthWest Writers!

Annual Membership in
SouthWest Writers
Individual: $80 as of Jan 1, 2018
Student: $25
Requires proof of student status
Outside U.S.: $75,
Lifetime Membership: $750
Download the Sage from
www.southwestwriters.com

SouthWest Sage Advertising Rates

Worldwide Internet Circulation
The SWW website receives thousands of page
requests every month.
Help Support SouthWest Writers
SWW receives a commission on
books ordered via this link to
Amazon.

Mem
ber
Class

S

Business card size: $20
1/4 page, vertical: $40
1/3 page, horizontal: $50
1/2 page horizontal $75
15% discount for 3 mos.
20% discount for 6 mos.
Deadline: 15th of each month for the following month.
Payment due with camera-ready ad copy in .jpg format.

WW Member and Award Winning Writer Offers Workshop

Critically acclaimed poet, novelist, and translator Maria Espinosa
will be offering a workshop for novelists. A recipient of the American
Book Award and a PEN Oakland award, Maria offers an interactive
experince in which feedback, stimulation, and encouragement will be key
factors.
While Espinosa’s own novels explore different themes, a common thread runs throughout
in terms of vision expressed through an intense, spare sensibility. She writes, “Invisible
energies form the medium in which we live. These energies which people cast off as plants cast
off oxygen, have always seemed frighteningly potent. I try to deal with this substratum and forms
the roots of our thoughts, our words, our actions.”

Whether you are still in the dreaming beginner’s stage or a published professional, this workshop will open
up new avenues of thought and inspiration.
Location: near Old Town Albuquerque. 6 meetings, bi-weekly 6:30pm-8:30pm. Dates TBA. For more information go to www.mariaespinosa.com or call Maria at 415-378-1193.
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SouthWest Writers
Monthly Meetings

SouthWest Sage
Published monthly by the Board of Directors of SouthWest Writers, a nonprofit, tax-exempt 501(c)(3)
organization.

2017 Board of Directors
President: Sarah H. Baker

sbaker46@comcast.net

Vice President: Rob Spiegel

robspiegel@comcast.net

Treasurer: Kent Langsteiner

swwtreasurer@gmail.com

Secretary: Jim Tritten

jimtritten@comcast.net

Website/Sage Rose Marie Kern

swwsage@swcp.com

Social Media/publicity: Kimberly Rose swwpublicrelations@gmail.com
Office Manager: Larry Greenly

swwriters@juno.com

Joanne Bodin

jsbodin@msn.com

Don DeNoon

abqpoet@gmail.com

Sam Moorman

eva1245@juno.com

Dennis Kastendiek

dwjkas@yahoo.com

Zackry Wheeler

are held at
New Life Presbyterian Church
5540 Eubank NE
Albuquerque, NM 87111
For more information, call the SWW
office at 505-830-6034.
To register for classes and workshops: sign up at SWW meetings or
register online at
www.southwestwriters.com
Member meetings are held on the 1st
Saturday of the month from 10am to
noon, and on the 3rd Tuesday of the
month from 7 to 9pm. There are nearly
350 members, all of whom are encouraged to come together in celebration of
the art of writing. At each meeting,
many members announce their recent
successes and have an opportunity to
network with other writers. Most meetings feature prominent speakers who
bring their expertise in the arts of writing, publication, editing, and many other
topics of interest to those in the profession.
Frequently after the Saturday meeting,
an additional workshop session is held to
provide members with training in a variety of areas.
SWW Office:
3200 Carlisle Blvd NE, Suite 114
Albuquerque, NM 87110
phone: (505) 830-6034 e
-mail: SWWriters@juno.com
website: www.southwestwriters.com
Articles are copyright © 2017 by author. Facts,
views and opinions expressed are those of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect the viewpoints or opinions of SouthWest Writers. SWW
does not necessarily endorse the advertisers.

Do You Have a Published Book?
The SouthWest Writers Website scrolls member book covers across the Home page. If
you’d like us to add yours to the group, feel free to send it to swwsage@swcp.com. No
more than one book cover per author. Can be updated as your next book comes out.
Send a small picture file .jpg no more than 140dpi. The book covers will be a bit larger
than icon sized. Webmaster reserves the right to edit to fit.
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